Reading Unit 1 Review
Week 1  Story Structure
Week 2  Author's Purpose
Week 3  Cause & Effect
Week 4  Theme
Week 5  Understanding Characters

Vocabulary Unit 1 Review
1. consisted  made up of
2. positive  completely sure
3. peculiar  odd or unusual
4. mood  the way a person feels
5. segregation  keeping 2 groups of people apart
6. encounters  experiences with something
7. recall  remember something and tell about it
8. preferred  like one thing more than another
9. prepared  made ready
10. welcomed  greeted in a friendly way
11. honor  something enjoyable and special
12. included  belonging to, or part of a group
13. innocent  blameless or with good intention
14. speculated  guessed or thought over ideas
15. suspect  may have committed a crime
16. scheme  a secret, clever plan
17. memorable  interesting and worth remembering
18. horrified  shocked and scared
19. outcast  person rejected by a group
20. shortage  lack of something needed

Spelling Unit 1 Review
afraid  gleam  flight  fellow  scent
magic  believe  delight  locate  weight
amaze  pretend  decide  slope  herd
stain  eager  witness  known  dazzle
crayon  chief  district  boast  minor